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[1] We explore the mechanisms whereby groundwater influences terrestrial water storage
(TWS) in the Amazon using GRACE observations and two contrasting versions of the
LEAF-Hydro-Flood hydrological model: one with and the other without an interactive
groundwater. We find that, first, where the water table is shallow as in northwestern
Amazonia and floodplains elsewhere, subsurface stores (vadose zone and groundwater)
are nearly saturated year-round, hence river and flooding dominate TWS variation; where
the water table is deep as in southeastern Amazonia, the large subsurface storage capacity
holds the infiltrated water longer before releasing it to streams, hence the subsurface
storage dominates TWS variation. Second, over the whole Amazon, the subsurface water
contribution far exceeds surface water contribution to total TWS variations. Based on
LEAF-Hydro-Flood simulations, 71% of TWS change is from subsurface water, 24% from
flood water, and 5% from water in river channels. Third, the subsurface store includes two
competing terms, soil water in the vadose zone and groundwater below the water table. As
the water table rises, the length of vadose zone is shortened and hence the change in
groundwater store is accompanied by an opposite change in soil water store resulting in
their opposite phase and contributions to total TWS. We conclude that the inclusion of a
prognostic groundwater store and its interactions with the vadose zone, rivers, and
floodplains in hydrological simulations enhances seasonal amplitudes and delays seasonal
peaks of TWS anomaly, leading to an improved agreement with GRACE observations.
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1. Introduction

[2] This paper is the third part of a series of three companion
papers on the role of groundwater in the Amazon water
cycle. In part 1, Miguez-Macho and Fan [2012a] gave a
literature synthesis on the mechanisms whereby groundwater
regulates seasonal dynamics of surface waters from headwater
streams to the large floodplains. They also described LEAF-
Hydro-Flood (hereafter referred to as LHF), an integrated,
continental-scale land hydrology model (details under

section 4). It includes a prognostic groundwater interacting
with soils, rivers, and wetlands within a grid cell, and lateral
groundwater convergence among cells; it solves the full
momentum equation in routing river and over-bank
flooding also allowing backwater effects; it also ties land
drainage with the sea level. This model was applied to the
Amazon at 2 km, 4 min resolution for 11 years (2000–2010),
forced by European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts Interim Reanalysis. Results were compared with
observed daily discharge at the 10 largest gauges, seasonal
water table depth at eight sites, and satellite-observed
seasonal flooding. The model was used to test four ground-
water hypotheses. First, in headwater catchments of
the Amazon, groundwater is the dominant source of
streamflow, but the proportion varies due to varying water
table depth; a shallow water table limits infiltration, enhancing
saturation-excess runoff. Second, in the lower floodplains,
two-way exchange occurs between the floodwater and the
groundwater; in wet seasons, rain and expanding floodwater
infiltrate into floodplain sediments, the amount controlled
by water table depth; in dry seasons, the flow reverses,
and groundwater seeps out to feed floodplain lakes and
wetlands. Third, groundwater supports wetlands rarely
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flooded but characterized by a persistently shallow water
table, creating water-logged conditions defining wetlands.
Fourth, the longer time scales of groundwater delay and
dampen river flow and flooding; because of its slow response
to rainfall, groundwater seeps may peak and persist in the
dry season. The four mechanisms were observed in isolated
sites across the Amazon, and we provided a model
synthesis/assessment of their basin-scale significance. Two
parallel simulations, LHF vs. fixed-depth (4 m) soil without
groundwater, highlight the difference that groundwater
makes. Our results underscore the damping effect of
groundwater where it is deep (storing excess rainfall in
wet season and releasing in dry season) and the accelerating
effect where it is shallow (enhancing surface saturation and
quick runoff).
[3] In part 2, Miguez-Macho and Fan [2012b] evaluated

groundwater’s role in modulating seasonal soil moisture
and evapotranspiration (ET). A known model-data
disagreement is the dry-season water stress; while models
suggest water limitation, observations suggest little difference
between wet- and dry-season ET. We reviewed field literature
on the possible mechanisms for the lack of water stress, and
posted four hypotheses on groundwater influence. First, a
shallow water table can be a direct source for plant uptake
in the extensive wetlands and flooded forests in central
Amazon. Second, a shallow water table impedes wet-season
drainage, leading to larger soil water stores at the beginning
of the dry season and giving the plants a strong start. Third,
a shallow water table can send up capillary rise to the root
zone. Fourth, due to its delayed and dampened response to
seasonal rainfall, the timing of groundwater can buffer dry
season stress; across the Amazon, it has been shown that
the water table reaches its seasonal peak weeks to months
after the peak seasonal rainfall, and the surplus or deficit
in groundwater stores from one season can carry over to
the next. Furthermore, the temporal delay also manifests
itself as spatial patterns; throughout the dry season, continued
drainage and convergence from high grounds sustains a
shallow water table in the valleys, keeping them moist all
year round and forming a structured mosaic of wet-dry
patches, supporting dry-season ET at least in the lower parts
of the landscape. After comparing our simulation with
observed interception loss at two sites, soil moisture at seven
deep pits, and ET at six flux towers, we tested these hypotheses
by contrasting two simulations, LHF vs. fixed-depth (4 m) soil
without groundwater. The findings support these hypotheses
suggesting groundwater contributions to maintaining Amazon
ecosystems.
[4] In this study, part 3 of the series, we investigate how

groundwater may contribute to the variations in terrestrial water
storage (TWS). Following a similar approach as in parts 1
and 2, we explore the mechanisms whereby groundwater
may regulate TWS variations, and contrast the results of
two parallel simulations, LHF vs. fixed-depth (4 m) soil
without groundwater.

2. Terrestrial Water Storage and GRACE

[5] Terrestrial water storage, which is composed of water
stored above and underneath the land surface, influences the
Earth system through multiple pathways. Near the surface,
soil water controls ET and hence water-energy exchange

between the land surface and the atmosphere, directly affecting
the physical climate; by limiting ET, soil water availability
affects land ecosystem dynamics and the associated carbon
and nutrient fluxes, indirectly affecting the climate; immediately
below, the shallow phreatic groundwater feeds streams,
lakes, and wetlands, modulating land aquatic ecosystems
and carbon fluxes; further down, groundwater storage in
the aquifers provides vital support for water and food (via
irrigation) security in societies on arid and semiarid lands.
In high altitudes and polar regions, changes in ice mass have
direct impact on seasonal streamflow and sea level change
[e.g., Luthcke et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2009b, 2011]. Lastly,
seasonal water loading and the resulting crustal deformation
have been evoked to explain the seasonality in volcanism
[e.g., Mason et al., 2004], which, through gas and particle
emissions, further feeds back to the climate system. Thus,
understanding the changes in TWS and the contributions
to total TWS variations from different hydrologic stores
(snow and ice, soil water, groundwater, river, and flood
water) can provide key insights into the hydrologic cycle
and its response-feedback to the Earth’s climate system.
[6] The GRACE satellite mission [Tapley et al., 2004],

operational since mid-2002, provides a unique opportunity
to monitor TWS from space [Rodell and Famiglietti,
2002; Wahr et al., 2004]. The monthly gravity field
solutions obtained from the twin-satellites can be used to
estimate the vertically integrated water storage variations
with a resolution of a few hundred kilometers, and at a
precision of a few centimeters of water depth [Swenson
et al., 2003; Rodell et al., 2004; Chambers, 2006]. Because
the seasonal changes in the hydrologic cycle are among the
strongest GRACE signals, numerous studies have exploited
the opportunity to study TWS variations over large river
basins [Hirschi et al., 2006; Yeh et al., 2006; Seo et al.,
2006; Klees et al., 2007; Han et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2009;
Pokhrel et al., 2012]. Among these studies, there has been
a particular interest in the Amazon basin [e.g., Crowley
et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009a, 2010; Han et al., 2009,
2010; Xavier et al., 2010; Becker et al., 2011] because it
exhibits the largest annual TWS signal observed by GRACE
[Tapley et al., 2004] and the amount of water stored and
flowing through its extensive forests and floodplains is still
poorly constrained [Alsdorf et al., 2010].
[7] In addition to direct TWS monitoring, GRACE data

are also used to evaluate TWS simulated by global and
continental-scale models [e.g., Niu and Yang, 2006; Kim
et al., 2009; Han et al., 2009; Syed et al., 2008; Hirschi
et al., 2006; Alkama et al., 2010; Ngo-Duc et al., 2007;
Lo et al., 2010; Werth and Güntner, 2010; Pokhrel et al.,
2012]. In this context, GRACE provides the “ground truth”
for the models, and the models provide means to partition
the vertically integrated TWS observed by GRACE into
contributing components such as atmospheric, canopy,
soil, snow-ice, surface, and subsurface water. These studies
demonstrated a general model-GRACE agreement on TWS
changes, although the models tend to have smaller seasonal
amplitudes [e.g., Niu et al., 2007; Ngo-Duc et al., 2007] and
earlier responses to rainfall forcing [Pokhrel et al., 2012;
Alkama et al., 2010]. Regarding the partition of TWS
into contributing hydrologic stores, there is little agreement;
e.g., Kim et al. [2009] suggested that river storage explains
~73% of TWS variation in the Amazon, while Alkama et al.
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[2010] suggested that TWS variation in the Amazon is
almost equally partitioned into soil moisture and river
storage variations. Han et al. [2010] also found that the
soil moisture storage from Land Surface Model Simulations
driven by the Global Land Data Assimilation System
contributes to TWS over the Amazon by ~50% and the rest
of it is explained by the storage computed through lateral
runoff routing, which also lumped the movement of shallow
groundwater. Their study showed large spatial variations in
seasonal TWS changes. In the Rio Negro, Frappart et al.
[2008] suggested that surface and subsurface water equally
contribute to TWS variations, but their recent study
[Frappart et al., 2011] shows that groundwater contributes
up to ~72% in the downstream reaches of the Negro basin.
[8] The disagreement could be partially due to the differences

in approaches that the models treat groundwater. Most land
surface models either do not have a groundwater store—the
drainage from the fixed-depth (typically 2–4 m) soil column
is directly placed into river store—or parameterize a simple
groundwater holding tank as a passive receiver of soil drainage
with a calibrated, delayed release to rivers. In the study of
Kim et al. [2009], deep soil drainage is placed into the river
store which effectively lumps the variation of groundwater
store resulting in the large contribution of river store (~73%)
to total TWS variation. River contribution was reduced in
the studies with a groundwater holding tank [e.g., Alkama
et al., 2010; Ngo-Duc et al., 2007]. Niu et al. [2007] further
showed that groundwater variation explains most of the TWS
signal in the Amazon when a simple dynamic groundwater
store is considered.
[9] The goal of this study is to shed further lights on

groundwater’s role in modulating TWS in the Amazon.
Our fully coupled groundwater-surface model may offer
new insights for the following reasons. First, the model
groundwater is fully prognostic with explicit mass balance
and two-way flux exchange with soils, rivers, and floodplains.
Second, it allows not only vertical, within grid-cell, interactions
with soil, river, and floodplain, but also lateral groundwater
convergence among grid cells from high to low grounds;
this lateral convergence has long time scales and can affect
the rainfall residence time in a basin. Third, the simulation is
performed at a high spatial resolution (2 km), resolving
large changes in water table depth; across the Amazon, the
mean water table can vary from the land surface to >50 m
deep, and the seasonal rise and fall at a site can be >15 m;
this large spatial-temporal variability in water table depth
is well documented in field observations across the Amazon
(see review in Miguez-Macho and Fan [2012a]), and it
suggests a large soil and groundwater storage capacity
where the water table is deep (more room to rise and fall)
and small capacity where it is shallow (near saturation). This
is an advantage over current large-scale modeling studies.
Fourth, allowing backwater in river and floodwater movement
slows down river discharge and increases residence time.
Lastly, allowing floodwater to infiltrate into the sediments un-
der the vast floodplains of the Amazon and seeping out at
low water further delays the discharge into the ocean. Intu-
itively, these processes are likely to influence the amplitude
and timing of TWS changes; they are explicitly represented
in LHF. Furthermore, tests with available observations of
river discharge, water table depth, flooding, soil moisture,
and ET flux [Miguez-Macho and Fan, 2012a, 2012b] have

placed constraints on the physical realism of LHF. We also
note that no model parameters are calibrated to match the
observations. In these respects, a study using LHF may
contribute new insights into the ongoing investigations of
Amazon TWS.

3. Mechanisms Whereby Groundwater Regulates
TWS Variations

[10] We propose that groundwater regulates seasonal
TWS variations through several mechanisms, labeled as
M-1 to M-6 in Figure 1. It illustrates a topographic sequence
with nested rivers (low- to high-order streams from left to
right) and a multiscale groundwater flow system whereby
recharge in a given model cell can enter the stream within the
cell (M-2) or the stream in the lower neighbor via downslope
groundwater flow (M-3). Where the water table is at the land
surface such as at the base of slopes (M-4), rainfall cannot
infiltrate into the soil and will runoff the land and enter the
nearest stream. It also shows a floodplain at the lower end
of the multiscale drainage system, where the floodwater
can infiltrate into the floodplain sediments and return to the
streams at the low river stage (M-5). Model representation
is also shown (dashed lines) with the mean grid elevation
(grey) and water table depth (green). This hydrologic
conceptualization is supported by a large number of field
observations in the Amazon reviewed by Miguez-Macho
and Fan [2012a, 2012b].
[11] In nature, the water table depth varies from being

deep under the hills as in cell-A (Figure 1) to near or at the
land surface in the lower valleys as in cell C, that is, the
vadose zone depth, and storage capacity, can vary from cell
to cell. This fact is captured in Figure 2, a 7 year (overlapping
with GRACE data used here) mean seasonal water table depth,
simulated by LHF [Miguez-Macho and Fan, 2012a, 2012b]
and validated with water table, soil moisture, ET, river
discharge and flooding observations. In the southern and
eastern Amazon, the water table varies between 5–80 m
under the hills, but remains shallow in the valleys. It also
remains perennially shallow in large regions in the northwestern
Amazon (<2.5 m). This large variability of vadose zone
length, in both space and time, cannot be captured by
modeling approaches using a uniformly fixed soil column
depth shown in red in Figure 1, which includes only a small
fraction of the vadose zone in cell A, but the water table or part
of the groundwater store in cell C. In nature, soil infiltration in
cell-A must reach the water table before it enters the stream,
while in a model with a fixed-depth soil, drainage from the
base is instantly placed in the river. In cell A, the longer
vadose zone and transit time through this zone increase soil
water store and retain it for longer time than it would be with
a short and fixed-depth soil column. This vadose zone delay
is well documented; across the Amazon, it has been shown
that under the high grounds, the water table reaches its
seasonal peak weeks to months after the peak seasonal
rainfall [Hodnett et al., 1997a, 1997b; Johnson et al.,
2006; Grogan and Galvão, 2006; Cuartas, 2008; Vourlitis
et al., 2008; Tomasella et al., 2008]. This long vadose zone
transit time effectively delays the discharge of soil water into
the rivers, increases the volume of vadose zone store, and
hence affects the timing and amplitude of its contributions
to TWS variations. This is the first mechanism whereby a
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prognostic groundwater can influence TWS variations (M-1,
Figure 1).
[12] The second mechanism (M-2, Figure 1) stems from

the fact that in nature (and simulated in LHF) the rate of
groundwater discharge into streams is determined by the water
level difference between the two stores and their hydraulic
connection, the latter being a function of groundwater-surface
water contact area (controlled by water table height and
drainage density) and soil permeability. That is, there is a
resistance between groundwater store and river store. Hence
the infiltration reaching the water table at a given time
step may leave the system much later, often long after the
recharge event. This mechanism effectively holds the
groundwater in the subsurface longer, increasing its storage
and delaying its release, which will affect the magnitude and
timing of TWS and groundwater contributions.
[13] The third mechanism (M-3, Figure 1) is related to

the fact that in nature groundwater can leave a catchment
without passing through the river outlet, as already shown
theoretically [Toth, 1963; Schaller and Fan, 2009] and
observed in the headwater catchments of the Amazon
[Lesack, 1993; Neu et al., 2011]. Neu et al. [2011] reported
that in a headwater catchment of Xingu, 88% of total runoff
is groundwater outflow through the deeply weathered
soils bypassing the river outlet. Multiscale groundwater
flow is captured in LHF, allowing cell-to-cell groundwater
flow governed by head differences among cells and soil
permeability (per Darcy’s law), so that groundwater in cell A
can discharge into streams in cell B or even cell C (Figure 1).
Because lateral groundwater convergence is slow, the transit
time can be long, holding groundwater even longer in the
system and further delaying its discharge into rivers.
[14] The fourth mechanism (M-4, Figure 1) is that the

shallow water table, near or at the land surface, impedes soil

infiltration and enhances saturation-excess overland runoff
(Dunn runoff mechanism) during rainfall events. As shown
in Figure 2 and observed throughout the Amazon (Brazilian
Geological Survey as compiled in Fan and Miguez-Macho
[2010]; Bongers et al. [1985]; Poels [1987]; Lesack
[1995]; Coomes and Grubb [1996]; Hodnett et al. [1997a,
1997b]; McClain et al. [1997]; Selhorst et al. [2003];
Grogan and Galvão [2006]; Jirka et al. [2007]; Tomasella
et al. [2008]; Cuartas [2008]; Vourlitis et al. [2008]; Borma
et al. [2009]; Lähteenoja and Page [2011]; Neu et al.
[2011]), the water table is ubiquitously shallow under the
valleys and floodplains. Thus, in the areas where the water
table is shallow before rainy season as in the northwestern
Amazon (Figure 2, SON), subsurface store is nearly saturated
and hence surface store has to absorb most of the incoming
rainfall, explaining a large portion of TWS variations here.
Models without the shallow water table to limit infiltration
would predict more infiltration and less surface runoff,
underestimating surface water contributions to TWS.
[15] The fifth mechanism (M-5, Figure 1) lies under the

extensive floodplains. As floodwater tops the river banks
and spreads laterally, it infiltrates into the yet unsaturated
sediments below. It stays there until the river stage has
fallen and the slow seepage into the floodplain rivers,
and lakes drains it down, as documented by field
studies across the Amazon [Forsberg et al., 1988; Mertes,
1997; Lesack, 1995; Lesack and Melack, 1995; Cullmann
et al., 2006; Hamilton et al., 2007; Bonnet et al., 2008;
Borma et al., 2009; Bourrel et al., 2009]. This floodplain
storage, termed bank storage [e.g., Winter et al., 1998],
converts surface water into groundwater once more before
the rivers enter the sea, and it effectively holds on to the
water longer and increases groundwater store. As shown
earlier [Miguez-Macho and Fan, 2012a], the floodplain

1st-order
stream

3rd-order
stream

Floodplain

Cell A

Cell B

Cell C

M-1

M-2

M-2

M-2

M-3

Floodwater

M-6

50 m

M-3

M-5

M-4

Figure 1. Schematic of the groundwater system in the Amazon (solid lines) where the water table (blue)
intercepts the valley floor (brown) feeding local streams (M-2), and the local hydraulic gradient is
superimposed on a regional gradient resulting in groundwater outflow bypassing local stream outlet into
lower valleys (M-3). Model representation is also shown (dashed lines) with grid mean elevation (grey)
and water table depth (green). The dashed red box indicates the uniformly fixed-depth soil column in
standard land models. The thin dashed brown line indicates 50 m below land surface; groundwater storage
is the volume of water above it and below the water table (solid blue). The proposed six mechanisms
whereby groundwater affects TWS are labeled as M-1 to M-6.
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infiltration loss can be significant at the five largest floodplains
in the Amazon.
[16] Lastly (M-6, cell A, Figure 1), as the water table

rises in response to recharge, it invades the vadose zone
and shortens the unsaturated column; hence, an increase in
groundwater store is necessarily accompanied by a decrease
in soil water store. The competition between the saturated
and unsaturated stores in the subsurface is known [Duffy,
1996], but models without a dynamic water table cannot
represent this fact. Often TWS studies in the literature
demonstrate a rise and fall of soil water store synchronous
to seasonal rainfall.
[17] The combined effect of mechanisms 1, 2, 3, and 5

is to delay the discharge (TWS peak shifted later) and
increase storage (enhanced amplitude of TWS anomaly),
while mechanism 4 does the opposite by enhancing surface
runoff, a quick process of shedding water. Mechanism 6
leads to an opposite-phase change between vadose zone
and groundwater stores, challenging current views of soil
water contribution to TWS from large-scale model-GRACE
comparison studies. These mechanisms are accounted for in
LHF and we expect to see their influences on the simulated
TWS. We note that our river routing scheme, which slows
and even reverses flow at large river junctions by accounting

for backwater effects of low-gradient rivers, also serves to
hold the water longer in the rivers and floodplains, but because
it is not directly related to groundwater processes, we will not
include it here as one of the mechanisms. In light of these
mechanisms, in the following we examine the TWS variations
as simulated LHF, referred to as the LHF-experiment, and a
parallel simulation with a fixed 4 m deep soil column, free soil
drainage at the base, and immediate placement of runoff into the
river store within the cell, referred to as the FD-experiment, to
bring out the influence of groundwater. We then compare
both simulations with GRACE observations.

4. Methods

[18] We use the coupled groundwater-surface water
model LHF. For brevity, only key processes represented in
LHF are highlighted here; the readers are referred to the
references cited herein for more details. Figure 3 illustrates
the model components and their interactions. The
standard LEAF (Land Ecosystem-Atmosphere Feedback)
[Walko et al., 2000] is the land model of the Regional
Atmosphere Modeling System, color-coded orange in
Figure 3. LEAF-Hydro [Fan et al., 2007;Miguez-Macho et al.,
2007], color-coded blue in Figure 3, added a prognostic

Figure 2. LEAF-Hydro-Flood simulated, 2004–2010 mean, seasonal water table depth (meters below
land surface) (Details in Miguez-Macho and Fan [2012a, 2012b]), where DJF is December to February,
MAM is March to May, JJA is June to August, and SON is September to November.
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groundwater store allowing (1) the water table to rise and fall
or the vadose zone to shrink or grow; (2) the water table,
recharged by infiltration, to relax through discharge into rivers
within a grid cell, as well as lateral groundwater flow among
adjacent cells, leading to divergence from high grounds and
convergence to low valleys at multiple scales; (3) two-way
exchange between groundwater and rivers depending on
hydraulic difference and river-groundwater contact area,
representing both loosing (leaking to groundwater) and
gaining (receiving groundwater convergence) streams; (4)
river discharge routing to the ocean through the channel
networks as kinematic waves; and (5) setting the sea level as
the groundwater head boundary condition, hence allowing
sea level to influence coastal drainage. In our recent Amazon
study [Miguez-Macho and Fan, 2012a], we introduced a
river-floodplain routing scheme that solves the full momentum
equation of open channel flow, taking into account the
backwater effect (the diffusion term) [e.g., Yamazaki
et al., 2011] and the inertia of large water mass of deep
flow (acceleration terms) [e.g., Bates et al., 2010] that are
important in the Amazon. This causes the river discharge
to be influenced by river stage downstream or the sea level,
slowing down or even reversing flow locally. This last
development results in the LHF, color-coded green in
Figure 3. The model has been extensively tested with
observed water table depth, river discharge, seasonal
flooding [Miguez-Macho and Fan, 2012a], soil moisture,
and ET [Miguez-Macho and Fan, 2012b], over an 11 year
(2000–2010) simulation of the Amazon at 4 min time steps
and 1 arc-min grids (~2 km), forced by European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis Interim
Product (ERA-Interim). We refer the reader to parts 1 and
2 for details in literature review of groundwater processes
in the Amazon, model formulations, parameter estimations,
forcing data bias assessment, and model comparisons with
observations in both surface and subsurface stores.

[19] We define the following:

Terrestrial Water Storage (TWS) = Surface water + Sub-
surface water
Surface water = FW+RW
Subsurface water =VW+GW

where,

FW=water on the floodplains
RW=water in the river channels
VW= soil water in the vadose zone (unsaturated store)
GW=groundwater (below the water table, saturated store)

[20] The GW store is the amount of water from the water
table down to 50 m below land surface (Figure 1, between
solid blue line and dashed brown line). Because the focus is
on its seasonal change rather than the absolute value, the
choice of the reference depth (50 m) here is inconsequential.
[21] Subsurface water is partitioned by the water table

into two components: soil water in the vadose zone (VW)
above and groundwater in the saturated zone (GW) below.
As infiltration reaches the water table, GW rises into the
vadose zone, causing VW to decrease. If the water table
continues to rise and reaches the land surface, VW may
completely vanish resulting in no contribution to TWS
variations. When such a condition prevails for a prolonged
period of time, such as in lowland swamps, total subsurface
water store changes little, while large variations occur in
surface water stores which have to absorb the continued
rainfall and flooding. Conversely, when there is less or no
recharge to groundwater in dry season, or if the capillary
rise, river discharge and lateral divergence exceed recharge,
the water table is lowered, which causes the vadose zone to
expand and results in increased VW. This causes variation
in both VW and GW, but one component gains water at

Atmosphere

Soil-Vegetation

Local River-Wetland

Regional River-Floodplain

Coastal 
Ocean

Groundwater

Snow

LEAF-Hydro-Flood

Fluxes in Standard LEAF [Walko et al., 2000]

Fluxes in LEAF-Hydro [Miguez-Macho et al., 2007]

Fluxes in LEAF-Hydro-Flood (backwater, floodwater evaporation, floodwater-groundwater exchange)

Figure 3. Stores and fluxes included in standard LEAF (orange color-coding) and other typical land
models, LEAF-Hydro (blue color-coding), and LEAF-Hydro-Flood (green color-coding).
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the expense of the other. Therefore, VW and GW compete
with each other for space and evolve over time in opposite
phase thus showing a direct but inverse relationship
between them [Duffy, 1996]. In this sense, it is more
meaningful to consider VW+GW as a whole, and hence
we define it as the total subsurface storage.
[22] We note that VW is not identical to soil moisture in

conventional land models where the soil column is fixed
to a certain depth, typically of 2–4 m from the land surface.
To avoid confusion and to make our result comparable to
previous studies, we also calculate the water in the top 2
m of soil which is generally assumed to include the plant
root zone. We will refer to this storage as the root-zone
water, which is only a fraction of the total vadose zone
where the water table is deep, and includes groundwater
where the water table is shallow. We note that in the FD
experiment, there is no explicit groundwater store, and the
free-drainage from the 4 m deep soil column is placed
immediately into the rivers in the cell. Therefore, the total
subsurface water store in the FD experiment is only the soil
water in the entire soil column of 4 m depth.
[23] The TWS from the GRACE measurements is the

total vertically integrated water stored above and beneath
the Earth’s surface. We use the RL05, the latest, 1� � 1�
monthly GRACE products provided by the Center for Space
Research at the University of Texas at Austin [available at
http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov/data/gracemonthlymassgridsland/].
The monthly products of the equivalent water height were
scaled by using the scaling factors provided with the data
to restore much of the energy removed by the de-striping
and filtering process [Landerer and Swenson, 2012]. Because
the GRACE data (RL05) are available for the period of 2004
to mid-2012 and our simulations span for 2000–2010, we
use 2004–2010 as our analysis period for which GRACE
and the model overlap. To compare with GRACE, we
aggregate model outputs from the original 1 arc min (~2 km)
grid daily output to 1� � 1� products. Then, the basin-wide
averages of both GRACE and model results are obtained
by using 1� � 1� river basin masks. For analyses without

GRACE, we use model output at the original ~2 km grids
and daily time steps.

5. Results and Discussions

[24] Figure 4 shows the comparison of TWS anomaly
averaged over the entire Amazon basin, as monthly time
series and mean seasonal cycle, and for both LHF and FD
experiments. In the LHF experiment (Figures 4a and 4b),
the total TWS is partitioned into FW, RW, VW, and GW,
while in the FD experiment (Figures 4c and 4d) it is
partitioned into FW, RW, and the water in the entire 4 m soil
column (VW). GRACE data are shown as circles. We make
the following observations.
[25] First, the most prominent feature in the LHF experiment

is that the VW (green) varies in opposite phase with GW
(blue) due to the mechanism 6 (M-6, Figure 1). Second,
the VW (green) in the LHF run has a very large seasonal
amplitude compared to the FD run (green), mainly due to
the long soil columns (M-1) in LHF in eastern Amazon
(deep water table). Third, GW (blue) has the largest
seasonal swing due to the large vadose zone in the deep
water table regions (M-1), allowing ample rooms for the
water table to rise and fall. Fourth, the net effect of the large
but opposite-phase changes in VW and GW is expressed in
the total subsurface water (red-cross symbol), which is in
phase with seasonal rainfall anomalies; the top 2 m root-zone
water in LHF (aqua) is comparable to its counterpart in
FD (aqua), giving the familiar seasonal patterns reported
in earlier model studies. However, this same 2 m store is
conceptually different between LHF and FD: in LHF it is
wetter containing both VW and GW where the water table
is< 2 m deep as in western Amazon, and it is drier
containing only VW where the water table is >2 m deep
as in southeastern Amazon, while in FD it is simply the total
water content in the top 2 m soil. Fifth, there is a smaller
river and floodplain (purple and red) storage change in
LHF compared to FD, due to the larger subsurface storage
capacity in LHF (from M-1, M-2, M-3, and M-5).

Figure 4. Time series of TWS anomalies averaged over the Amazon basin from the (a) LHF experiment
and (c) FD experiment, and (b and d) their seasonal cycles. There is no groundwater storage in the FD ex-
periment. For the GW experiment the net subsurface water (i.e., vadose zone water + groundwater) is also
shown (red + signs). All values are shown as water depth in mm.
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[26] The larger subsurface storage capacity and the
slow nature of water movement in the subsurface are the
key reasons why LHF gives a seasonal TWS variation
closer to GRACE observations in both timing and the
amplitude. This is not only reflected graphically, but also
quantitatively in root mean square error and R2 values.
The root mean square error in LHF (shown in Figure 4b)
is less than half of that in FD (Figure 4d), and the R2 value is
also improved. However, the seasonal amplitude of LHF is still
smaller than GRACE, attributed to the well-recognized bias of
reduced seasonality in rainfall forcing from ERA-Interim
[Betts et al., 2009; Miguez-Macho and Fan, 2012a, 2012b].
Perhaps direct comparison with GRACE is less informative
than contrasting LHF and FD runs; in the FD run, the same
rainfall forcing bias leads to even smaller amplitude.
[27] We also give a more detailed analysis of the amplitude

and timing of LHF and FD vs. GRACE, for the entire Amazon
and the four quarters of the model domain (Figure 5b). We
examine the four quarters because of the large variability
in TWS dynamics across the Amazon, and in particular the
northern/southern seasonal off set; the Amazon basin-wide
TWS lumps together wet season in some places with dry
season in others. Moreover, we selected the four quarters
instead of the sub-basins because some of the basins are
too small to use GRACE data with the desired accuracy.
Table 1 gives the minimum/maximum TWS anomaly

by LHF, FD, and GRACE over the Amazon and the four
quarters. For the models, we used daily climatology over
the 7 years of overlap with GRACE, and for GRACE, only
monthly values are resolved. Model differences from
GRACE are shown in parentheses. The mean absolute error
over the four quarters (last row) suggests that TWS minimum,
maximum and amplitude by LHF are closer to GRACE
than that by FD, consistent with what we see with the whole
Amazon basin (second last row of Table 1 and Figure 4).
[28] Table 2 evaluates the timing of modeled TWS. It

shows the days when the seasonal TWS anomaly changes
its sign from positive to negative (the falling limb) and vice
versa (the rising limb), over the four quarters and the whole
Amazon. For the models the days in the year are identified.
For GRACE we assume that its monthly values occur on the
15th day, and that the rising and falling limb near the crossing
can be represented as straight lines. Model differences from
GRACE are shown in parentheses. The mean absolute error
of the four quarters (last row) suggests that LHF gives a closer
timing to GRACE than FD does, again consistent with what
we see over the whole Amazon basin (second last row in
Table 2 and Figures 4b and 4d).
[29] We examine the spatial variability in the mechanisms

of TWS change in different parts of the Amazon by further
breaking down the Amazon into eight sub-basins. Figure 5a
depicts the relative contributions of RW (purple), FW (red),

Figure 5. (a) Contribution of different terrestrial water storage components to the total TWS variation
averaged over the entire Amazon and the sub-basins, and (b) location of the Amazon and the sub-basins
simulated by LEAF-Hydro-Flood. Dark blue indicates the regions in the Amazon which are not covered
by the sub-basins, and the four boxes (SW, SE, NE, and NW) show the four quarters selected for the analysis
in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Minimum, Maximum, and Amplitude of TWS Anomaly Simulated by LHF and FD and Observed by GRACE

Quarter

Minimum TWS Maximum TWS Amplitude (max-min)

LHF FD GRACE LHF FD GRACE LHF FD GRACE

1 SW –174(–38) –154(–17) –137 196(65) 194(63) 131 371(103) 347(80) 268
2 SE –221(–14) –181(26) –207 246(28) 203(–14) 217 466(42) 385(–39) 424
3 NE –183(40) –164(59) –223 170(–74) 150(–94) 244 353(–114) 314(–153) 467
4 NW –70(2) –85(–13) –72 102(6) 134(39) 95 172(4) 219(51) 168
Entire Amazon –189(26) –171(44) –215 191(–16) 175(–32) 207 380(–43) 346(–77) 423

Mean abs. error of 4 quarters 23 29 44 52 66 81

Numbers in parentheses show the difference between model and GRACE.
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and total subsurface water (VW plus GW, green) to TWS
variations in the entire Amazon and the sub-basins (Figure 5b).
We show the contribution of total subsurface water storage,
rather than separating groundwater from vadose zone water,
because the amplitude of either can be larger than total TWS
being opposite in phase; considering them as a whole is more

meaningful. To calculate the component contributions, first
the months of maximum and minimum amplitude of total
TWS anomaly, m1 and m2, respectively, are determined, then
the component contribution (CC) of each storage term S is
calculated for each sub-basin as the ratio of change in
component amplitude to the change in total TWS amplitude,

Table 2. Timing of the Change in Sign of TWS Anomaly Simulated by LHF and FD and Observed by GRACE

Quarters

Julian Day of Change in TWS from Negative to Positive Julian Day of Change in TWS from Positive to Negative

LHF FD GRACE LHF FD GRACE

1 SW 10(15) 0(5) –5 189(11) 172(–6) 178
2 SE –1(–3) –19(–21) 2 181(1) 160(–20) 180
3 NE 70(5) 48(–17) 65 253(11) 238(–4) 242
4 NW 107(–2) 89(–20) 109 261(7) 244(–10) 254
Entire Amazon 20(0) 8(–12) 20 203(-1) 188(–16) 204

Mean abs. error of 4 quarters 6 16 8 10

Numbers in parentheses show the difference between model and GRACE.

Figure 6. (a) Spatial variations in seasonal TWS anomalies (mm). Results shown are the seasonal
averages of the deviation of monthly TWS from the long term (2004–2010) mean TWS. (b) Comparison
of river discharge from LEAF-Hydro-Flood (LHF) and free drainage (FD) runs at the gauging stations
shown in the lower left panel in Figure 6a. For locations of the basins see Figure 5b.
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CCs ¼ Sm1 � Sm2ð Þ= TWSm1 � TWSm2ð Þ

[30] Over the western and northern Amazon where the water
table is perennially shallow (5-Purus, 6-Solimoes, 7-Japura, and
8-Negro; water table <2.5 m deep; Figure 2) and infiltration is
impeded, saturation-excess runoff widely occurs, explaining
the large floodwater contribution to TWS. Over the southern
and eastern Amazon, where the water table is deep particularly
before the wet season onset (1-Tocantins, 2-Xingu, 3-Tapajos,
and 4-Madeira; water table 5–40m deep; Figure 2), subsurface
stores dominate TWS due to the larger subsurface storage
capacity. Over the Amazon as a whole, 71% of TWS change
is due to subsurface water, 24% due to flood water, and 5%
due to water confined within river channels.
[31] Figure 6a further explores the spatial variations in

TWS from GRACE (top), LHF (middle), and FD (bottom)
with more spatial details than sub-basins. Where surface
water stores are important (shallow water table and nearly
saturated subsurface stores), as along the main channels and
over the large floodplains, both LHF and FD reproduced
well the seasonal changes observed by GRACE, but where
subsurface water stores dominate (deep water table and large
vadose zone), as in the southeastern Amazon, LHF is closer
to GRACE observations. The large subsurface storage capacity
and the slow movement of subsurface water are manifested
as less river runoff in wet season and the subsequent release
in dry season, as shown in the mean seasonal river flow in
Figure 6b for the four southeastern sub-basins (gauge
locations shown in the bottom left panel of Figure 6a, and
basin locations in Figure 5b), where LHF produced much
reduced seasonal amplitudes in stream discharge than FD,
or greater subsurface storage capacity.
[32] At even finer details, we examine the LHF-simulated

TWS and its components at the full resolution of the model

(~2 km), shown in Figure 7. The subsurface water change
clearly dominates (note different color scales for each
row), and the northern-southern oscillation of highs and
lows follow the Intertropical Convergence Zone. So does
the floodwater and river water, but the changes are far
smaller and more localized along channels and floodplains.
[33] Lastly, we remark on the interannual variability in

TWS. As shown in Figure 4a, the severe drought of 2005
and the wet period of 2009, captured by GRACE observa-
tions and discussed in Chen et al. [2009a, 2010], are well
reproduced by LHF, largely due to its greater subsurface
storage capacity that is under-filled during the drought year
and over-filled during the pluvial year. Thus, a part of the
atmospheric deficit or surplus is absorbed by the subsurface
storage. Without sufficient storage capacity, the FD run
quickly transfers the deficit or surplus into river discharge,
underestimating the hydrologic impacts of atmospheric
droughts and pluvial events. Note that the drought of 2010
was weak in the ERA-Interim forcing and hence weakly
reflected in the simulated hydrologic response.

6. Summary and Conclusions

[34] In this study, we explored the physical mechanisms
whereby groundwater influences terrestrial water storage
in the Amazon, using GRACE observations and two
model simulations with contrasting versions of the LEAF-
Hydro-Flood hydrological model: one with and the other
without an interactive groundwater store. Our findings are
summarized as below.
[35] First, where the water table is shallow, as found in

the northwestern Amazon and the valleys-floodplains
elsewhere, subsurface stores are nearly saturated, and
surface runoff and flooding dominate the TWS signal.
Where the water table is deep and the unsaturated soil

Figure 7. LEAF-Hydro-Flood simulated long-term seasonal anomalies of different TWS components
(mm) at the original ~2 km model grids. Note that the ranges of color bars differ among the plots.
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column is substantial, as found in the southeastern Amazon
particularly before the wet season, the subsurface storage
capacity is large which stores the infiltration and slowly
releases it to the streams, and hence the subsurface storage
dominates the TWS signal.
[36] Second, over the Amazon as a whole, the enhanced

subsurface storage in the southwestern Amazon largely
outweighs the reduced subsurface storage in the northwestern
Amazon and major floodplains, and as a result, subsurface
storage contribution is far greater than surface water
contribution to TWS changes. Based on LEAF-Hydro-Flood
simulations, 71% of TWS change is due to subsurface
water, 24% due to flood water, and 5% due to water confined
within river channels.
[37] Third, the subsurface storage has two competing

terms, soil water in the vadose zone and groundwater below
the water table. As the water table rises and groundwater
store grows, it is at the expense of the vadose zone store.
Thus, the seasonal response of vadose zone store is directly
related to, but in opposite phase with groundwater store.
[38] Our estimates of TWS contributions from different

hydrologic stores differ from the earlier estimates without
an interactive groundwater, but agree with the findings of
Niu et al. [2007] that groundwater storage variation explains
most of the TWS signal in the Amazon, and of Frappart
et al. [2011] that subsurface water contributes to ~72% of
the TWS change in the downstream reaches of the Rio
Negro basin (our estimate: 74%).
[39] In conclusion, we found that both the amplitude and

phase of TWS variations in the Amazon are changed when
the groundwater dynamics is accounted for in the model,
resulting in improved agreement with GRACEmeasurements,
in both amplitude and timing of TWS seasonal variations. The
amplitude is increased when groundwater is represented in the
model because more water is held during wet seasons and
subsequently released during dry seasons. This also results
in a considerable time lag in the TWS signal because
groundwater acts as a buffer in delaying the response to
climate conditions. We found that the variation of subsurface
water dominates the variation of TWS when averaged over
the entire Amazon basin. However, surface water storages
(water in river channels and floodplains) also play a significant
role in modulating the variation of TWS in regions where
the water table is shallow and seasonal to permanent
flooding often occurs.
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